Want more margin?
Add more value…
Creating long term sustainable
opportunity within Aerospace
and Defence

Want more margin? Add more Value.
Against a backdrop of increasing price pressure from competitors in lower cost
environments, Aerospace and Defence firms need to identify additional revenue streams
where they can build sustainable competitive advantage. Securing competitive advantage
involves continued customer engagement; moving away from a commodity offering,
towards a proposition that puts the customer’s value chain first. The development of
a service wrapper to complement an existing product offering can create long term
partnerships with customers. The manufacturer uses their unique insight into the
lifecycle product cost and risks to offer customers an improved risk profile, or higher
asset productivity, for a fee. Customers can focus on their core competencies, while the
manufacturer takes more ownership of the maintenance and servicing of assets, delivering
increased asset reliability and minimising downtime. Win win.
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The transition
Companies can build an aftermarket offering using one of several business models, which
have evolved beyond unit pricing towards outcome‑based pricing; key examples include
a well‑known aerospace manufacturer who contracts based on ‘power by the hour’ in
exchange for absorbing maintenance and overhaul costs, as well as the shift across the
printing industry towards ‘pay per click’ printing in offices with guaranteed uptime, or
printer availability. The proposition is based on the value delivered to customer operations.
In addition it brings a wealth of customer insight and data to drive improved customer
engagement and a further differentiated proposition.

High

Customer focus
•• Product designed for long term serviceability
•• Service analytics provide competitive advantage

Alignment with Customer Proposition

Lifecycle focus
•• Lifetime customer value proposition
understood
•• Supply chain integrated into Service offering
Mixed proposition
•• Formal customer service interface, continuous
dialogue
•• Service analytics captured and used to build
sales offer
Service awareness
•• Consideration of serviceability in manufacture
and design
•• Value of service identified in commercial offer

Low

Product focus
•• Don’t “sell” or understand ongoing customer
needs
•• Lifetime costs and profitability not understood
Basic

Intermediate
Maturity of Service Proposition

Advanced

Core elements of your Aftermarket capability
Managing the evolution of your business model involves careful design and development across the following key areas:

Commercial strategy

Product development

Supply chain
management

Business development

Analytics
Value chain
collaboration

Organisation & people

Basic
•• Customers are not segmented
according to lifetime profitability, value
propositions are focussed on the initial
product sale
•• Insufficient data exists to identify sales
potential for each group

Making the transition: what are
the challenges?
Providing aftermarket services present
a number of challenges:
•• Balancing aftermarket service logistics;
unexpected and sporadic demand,
therefore making it difficult to predict,
complicating coordination and
communication within the supply chain
•• Warehouses and dealers; large supply of
SKUs in order to service customers with
both older and newer models, making
it difficult to track the vast amount of
stock within the supply chain, hampering
inventory visibility.
•• Adapting your business processes
and capabilities to meet the evolving
customer requirement

Information systems

Data management

Intermediate
•• Cross/up sell opportunities are
identified and partially understood by
sales teams
•• Customers are segmented by service
needs, buying behaviour, and sales
process
•• Rules are in place to manage channel
conflicts

•• Training is required for both service and
management staff to keep up with the
large product portfolio. Collectively, these
issues ramp up associated costs such as
inventory and maintenance costs.
•• Impact on cash‑flow – as the asset is not
bought up front
•• Understanding changes in customers use
of the asset over time is essential to plan
and price accurately – a lack of accurate
data here is what makes some companies
struggle as they build their aftermarket
capability
•• Cultural challenge of no longer being
a build and supply focus – requires
longer term more intimate customer
relationships

Advanced
•• Sales functions as an extension of
Marketing Product Development, and
Customer Service
•• Aftermarket sales channels are
developed collaboratively, to establish
competitive advantage and anticipate
customer needs

Key point
Ensure your customers
recognise and pay for
the additional value
you provide.

Service Supply chains: A shift in
business model
One significant challenge for
manufacturers is developing the ability to
handle continuous customer interaction,
product returns and maintenance.
Traditional manufacturing supply chains
produce to specific orders or forecasts
into prescribed locations, whereas
understanding demand within the service
supply chain requires the use of analytical
tools and predictive models.
Capitalising on the aftermarket’s potential
requires service supply chains organised to
allocate resources across service functions,
monitor contingency and prioritise
customer responses. Analysis enables
the manufacturer to influence customer
behaviour, and develop new service
propositions which benefit all parties and
increase customer “stickiness”.

Customer expectations are escalating
with technological advancements across
industries. For example, in the 1980s,
semiconductor manufacturers were able to
offer a two‑day response time in the event
of equipment failure. Today the expected
average response time is 15 minutes.
To fulfil customers’ expectations,
manufacturers will be pushed to respond
in ever shorter time frames.
A tiered model based on customer
need, willingness to pay, and point in the
customer lifecycle can provide a practical
framework for structuring and pricing the
commercial proposition.

Monitoring the effectiveness of aftermarket
services starts with customer‑focused
metrics such as waiting time, as well as
internally‑focused metrics like fill rates
and parts obsolescence costs. Assets are
continually monitored to enable proactive
diagnosis and problem resolution.
New developments in the Internet of
Things (IoT) sphere allow this to be
conducted remotely, increasing response
times and customer satisfaction. E.g.
printers which ‘self‑diagnose’ and call an
engineer to make fix before the customer
was aware there was a problem.

9 Operate Plays

Adding intelligence to existing products

Sensing demand

Creating new data products and services

Supply planning and supplier integration

New product possibilities through digital

Optimising logistics networks

Marketing and selling products
Enhancing aftermarket experience
Integrating with channel partners

Operating the business

Growing the business

9 Grow Plays

Enhancing worker safety and effectiveness
Creating asset intelligence
Synchronizing production flow

Reducing “idea to market” time

Creating leverage for technical talent

Linking design with product intelligence

Leveraging configuration information

Improving engineering effectiveness

Optimising support

What can Deloitte do?
Taking control of your aftermarket business
to improve profitability is something any
manufacturer can do. What can stand
in the way is the sheer magnitude of the
task – the operational and commercial
analysis required, with various markets and
competitors to understand, and new ways
of thinking and working to incorporate into
the business.
This is where Deloitte Consulting
professionals can add real value. We have
extensive experience with manufacturers,
suppliers, customers, and services
companies across many industries.
We have a detailed understanding of the
competitive landscape surrounding the
aftermarket (and spare parts business
where relevant), including knowledge
of competitors, technical requirements,
and the economic issues and challenges
facing clients.

Using our “Grow & Operate“ value creation
play book we can help you prioritise the
highest value opportunities to realise
measurable bottom‑line improvements
in the near term. We use our in‑depth
industry expertise to help you to discover
deep insights into your aftermarket
business, and help you implement the
organisational changes necessary to
create competitive differentiation which
enables sustained margin and revenue
improvements over time.
We bring client‑tested approaches and
methodologies that incorporate effective
industry practices and have delivered real
value – all to help you achieve meaningful
results.

Case Study 1
Aerospace Manufacturer tackles
data and information challenges to
better understand service contract
profitability focusing on assumptions
around its operational and financial
drivers. Further opportunities
identified around improving accuracy
of recharge for servicing costs to
its customer base and determining
optimal contract profitability across
product lifecycle. Resulting annual
cost savings in excess of £20m.

Case Study 2
An innovative A&D business received
feedback from key customers that
they needed to have “One face to
the customer” rather than having to
deal with a myriad of business units.
Deloitte worked with the client to
develop a new global Aftermarket
trading model, enabling streamlined
interactions for customers and
creating a simplified more efficient
go‑to‑market organisation with the
ability to pursue high value high
growth opportunities.
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